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Healthcare Reform Physician Opinion Survey

underrepresented surgical specialties
in NM (18%). Of the respondents,
235 (50%) are employed and 192
(40%) private practice; employed
physicians comprise 48% of NM physicians, and private practice 39%. n
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N
Physicians Prioritized Reducing the Uninsured, Protecting the Medical Malpractice Act,
Indexing Medicaid Payment to Physicians to the Inflation Rate
By Daniel Derksen, MD

ew Mexico physicians prioritized
reducing the number of uninsured
New Mexicans as their top legislative
priority. In a survey conducted by the
NMMS in late November, and presented at the Interim House of Delegates
meeting on 12/5/08, 76%
of respondents ranked
reducing the uninsured
in their top three legislative priorities, and over
half ranked it as the top
priority. Protecting New
Mexico’s model Medical Malpractice Act was
second, and indexing
Medicaid payment to the
inflation rate was third. Primary care
physicians comprised 46% of respondents. That correlates with data that
49% of actively practicing physicians
in New Mexico are primary care physicians.
The NMMS Health Reform Committee developed the on line survey to
better understand physician opinions
and priorities on issues of healthcare
reform including coverage, access,
payment, governance, equity, efficiency, quality, and cost. Data were used
at the Interim House of Delegates to
inform physician policy discussions,
to create the NMMS legislative priorities to support at the national level
and for the 60-day session that started
January 20th, 2009. Substantial gains
were made in the top priority identified by NM physicians with provisions passed by Congress and signed
into law by the President in the Children’s Health Insurance Plan and the
American Recovery & Reinvestment
Act of 2009. CHIP reauthorization
will send an additional $196 million
to New Mexico next year alone, a
277% increase for the state. As New
Mexico is 49th of 50 states in per
capita dentists, the provision added
by Senator Bingaman to mandate
dental coverage to children enrolled in
Medicaid, and the inclusion of men-

tal health benefits, are particularly
important to improve access to necessary care.
Over 85% of respondents agreed
or strongly agreed that all Americans
should have access to quality care
and have affordable health
insurance, that the current economic crisis will
increase the number of
uninsured, that patients
should take more responsibility for their health care,
and that current payment
methodologies undervalue
primary care. On the other
hand, 83% disagree or
strongly disagree with the statement
that they are satisfied with the current
health system. The response to the
statement: “I am in favor of a ‘single
payer’ system” was almost evenly
split at about 20% for each of the five
choices. The statement “Our health
system should be ‘pluralistic’ with
both public payer and private insurance coverage” had 59% agreeing or
strongly agreeing. The Health Securities Act was introduced again in the
state legislature, where it has stalled
in committees.
Of the 476 responses, 302 (64%)
were from NMMS members, 427
(90%) are clinically active – a 14%
response rate. There are 3,858 physicians in New Mexico, of which 3,100
(80%) are clinically active.
NMMS members (2,800) comprise 73% of NM’s 3,858 physicians.
The response rate by employed and
private, and by primary care as well
as medical and surgical specialty
physicians was consistent with their
percentage in the state. Thus 46% of
respondents were primary care physicians, consistent with the percentage
active in NM (1,518/3,100 = 49%).
Similarly, the 11% response rate from
medical specialties reflected the percentage practicing in NM at 9%. The
surgical specialty response of 10%
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Special thanks to Dr. Jim Tryon, to Betty
Skipper (Professor, Biostatistics at UNM),
to Meredith Neal MS III, and to the
NMMS Health Reform Committee.

235 (50%) are employed and 192
(40%) private practice; employed
physicians comprise 48% of NM physicians, and private practice 39%. n

1Physician Supply & Distribution in New Mexico 2006. The Center for Health Workforce
Studies, School of Public Health, University at
Albany, State University of New York. December 2007. Released by NM Health Policy
Commission 12/07.
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T. R. Reid to Launch New
Special
thanks Series
to Dr. JiminTryon,
to Betty
Speaker
Santa
Fe
.R. (Professor,
Reid, one Biostatistics
of the nation’s
Skipper
at UNM),
Tthrough
best-known correspondents
his
toerage
Meredith
NealcovMS III, and to the
of global
affairs for the
NMMS
Health Reform Committee.
Washington Post,
his nine books,
many documentaries and his
light-hearted
commentaries on National Public
Radio, will host the first “Luminary Speaker Series” at the Lensic Theatre on Tuesday, April 28,
at 7 pm.
Presented by Presbyterian
Medical Services Foundation, the
series will feature speakers who
reflect the mission of Presbyterian
Medical Services: delivering healthcare, education and human services to underserved communities
throughout New Mexico.
Tickets are on sale at the Lensic Box office. Tickets are $10 for
general admission and $50 for premier seating and a reception with
T.R. Reid immediately following
the event. Call 988-1234 or order
online at www.ticketssantafe.org.
For more information about the
series call 505-954-2302.

1Physician Supply & Distribution in New Mexico 2006. The Center for Health Workforce
Studies, School of Public Health, University at
Albany, State University of New York. December 2007. Released by NM Health Policy
Commission 12/07.
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of respondents ranked
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to Meredith Neal MS III, and to the
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T

he Family Medicine Interest Group (FMIG) has changed leadership positions for 2009. The
new officers are:
President: Haily Lee-Wallace, hlee-wallace@salud.unm.edu
Vice President: Rena Singleton, rsingleton@salud.unm.edu
Secretary: Rasha Elmaoued, raelmaoued@salud.unm.edu
Treasurer: Kate McCalmont, kmccalmont@salud.unm.edu
Care Bag Coordinator: Eric Robinson, ecrobinson@salud.unm.edu

The New Mexico FMIG organization is promoting student involvement and knowledge of Family Medicine in New Mexico and globally. Current activities on our agenda
include lunch lectures for medical students to learn about opportunities in Family Medicine, Web-based Educational Forums hosted by the AAFP as well as Care Bag assembly
5IFMFDUVSFIBMMXBTQBDLFEGPSUIJTZFBST8JOUFS3FGSFTIFSy
and delivery to homeless individuals in our community. We are excited about what the
year will bring for FMIG and are excited to have the opportunity to promote Family Medicine to the University of New Mexico medical students. n
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By Mario Pacheco, MD

ew Mexico will be hosting
the 25th Annual Multi-State
Forum in Dallas, TX in February,
2010. The meeting brings together ten or
more state AAFP chapters from the west and
mid-west to collaborate. it is quite appropriate and timely for us to have this opportunity
on this meeting’s Silver Anniversary, since the
%S5SFZ%PETPOEJEBOBXFTPNFKPCBT4DJFOUJGJD
Multi-State
Forum was the brainchild of for1SPHSBN$IBJSPGUIF8JOUFS3FGSFTIFS
mer
NM Chapter President Dr. John Casebolt.
As we all are acutely aware, health
care reform is once again at the forefront of
political debate. As the numbers of unemployed and uninsured continue to rise, the
cost of health care continues to increase
and health outcomes lag behind other, less
expensive systems. As Family Doctors we
understand that the crux of this problem is
insufficient access to preventive and primary
care services within a system that rewards
more expensive and invasive specialty care.

Board Notes

February 6, 2009 – Embassy Suites Hotel,
Albuquerque

n
Current Doctor of the Day activities at
the NM State Legislature includes testimony
about health care issues. The Board voted
to oppose expected legislation that would
open the Medical Malpractice Act to higher
limits. The Board also heard from medical
student gabriel Pallay about two bills introduced to limit undue pharmaceutical industry influence on physicians.

Payment reform, workforce development, primary care infrastructure
development and care coordination
are all critical to the success of a reformed
%S5SFZ%PETPO 1SFTJEFOU&MFDU IPOPSJOH
health care
system. As Family Physicians, we
%S-BOB,8BHOFSGPSIFSZFBSPGTFSWJDF
must participate
in efforts to improve this
UPUIF"DBEFNZXJUIUIF1BTU1SFTJEFOUT
system. QMBHVF
The Multi-State Forum offers us an
opportunity to hear what state legislators in
Arizona, Arkansas, California, Colorado, iowa,
Kansas, Michigan, Missouri, Nebraska, New
Mexico, Oklahoma, and Texas are doing to
address these issues. More importantly, the
Forum allows an opportunity for Family
Physicians from these same States to share
best practices and innovations. i would
encourage anyone interested in policy to
attend this meeting at the grand Hyatt
(DFW Airport) on February 27-28, 2010.
Please contact Sara Bittner at the Chapter
office for details. n
n
The Family Medicine Residencies in
Albuquerque and Roswell have both had a
highly successful interviewing season this
year.

n
Haily Lee-Wallace represented the
students to the Board as the new Family
Medicine interest group President at UNM.
Stephanie Benson, MD got the resident group
going at the recent Albuquerque Refresher.
/."'11BTU1SFTJEFOUTBUUFOEJOHUIFJSBOOVBMCSFBLGBTU
She will be staying in New Mexico and staying
QSJPSUPUIF8JOUFS3FGSFTIFSBUUIF&NCBTTZ4VJUFT
active on our Board from the Las Cruces resi5PQQIPUP -UP38BSSFO)FGGSPO .%%BWF)PMUFO .%
dency after her residency is completed.
5SFZ%PETPO .%%JPO(BMMBOU .%"SMFOF#SPXO .%
n
"MGSFEP7JHJM
.%-BOB,8BHOFS
.%+JN,PDI
.%
Next
meeting: May 1,
2009 at 6 PM
n
President-Elect Dr. Trey Dodson has
,BSFO7BJMMBOU
.%#FSU6NMBOE
.%/BODZ(VJOO
.%
at the Flying
Star Restaurant
downtown in
moved to Colorado to head a residency pro- .FMJTTB.BSUJOF[
.%
Albuquerque.
gram. The Board will miss him and is in the
#PUUPNQIPUP3JDL.BEEFO .%%BO%FSLTFO .%
process of replacing him.
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NM Legislature Closing Day Outcome

with a unanimous vote on the floor,
made it through the House Committees, and missed getting voted on by
the House by a matter of minutes.
After many attempts at negotiation
with health plans and hospital systems, the House Corporations and
Transportation Committee tabled the
Any Willing Provider legislation. Our
sincere thanks go out to Senator Feldman for her hard work and dedication
on these important health issues, and
to the NMMS staff and physician
members who spent so many hours
on working on them including Randy
and John, and Drs. McAneny, Fleg,
McLaughlin and Kanig. The fate of
the Primary Care Conditional Tuition
Waiver came down to the final hours
of the session, waiting to be heard on
the House floor, where it passed unanimously, and goes to the Governor for
his signature.
While Representative Stewart’s
HB 267 (Health Authority) got
through the House without any problems, it did not make it out of the
Senate Finance Committee despite
persistent efforts by Dr. Tryon and
the NMMS staff. We were not able
to move Representative Gardner’s
HB 585 (Scope of Practice Act).
Because of an erroneous fiscal impact
report, the bill to eliminate the Gross
Receipts Tax on co-pays and deductibles stalled. It was not a particularly
good year to ask for tax deductions or
for increases in fee schedules.
An emotional moment of the session came during the passage of a
joint memorial in honor of Patty Jennings. With her passing, New Mexico
lost an effective, persistent and unrelenting advocate for our most vulnerable populations – the uninsured, the
disabled and those with cancer. She
had an extraordinary spirit and energy. Those touched by Patty’s extraordinary life can honor her memory
and support her advocacy by making
a contribution to the Patricia K. Jennings Foundation, P.O. Box 1797,
Roswell, NM 88202. n

RoADRuNNeR
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Healthcare Reform Physician Opinion Survey in NM (18%). Of the respondents,
By Daniel Derksen, MD, President, New Mexico Medical Society

he final hours of the 2009 state legislative session passed inexorably
toward its end on Saturday, March
21 at high noon. In a year where
$500 million had to be cut from the
budget, we knew it was going to be a
difficult year.
In its December Interim House of
Delegates meeting, the New Mexico
Medical Society identified priority
legislative issues. In advance of that
meeting, a survey of NM physicians
overwhelmingly identified reducing the uninsured and protecting the
Medical Malpractice Act as its top
two priorities. Help on the former
came with the quick passage by the
U.S. Congress of the Children’s Health
Insurance Plan Reauthorization Act
of 2009, followed by the American
Recovery and Reinvestment Act of
2009. The CHIP bill increased funding to New Mexico by 277% this year
and included provisions that Senator
Jeff Bingaman helped push through
including expanding and streamlining the process for medical and dental
coverage for uninsured children.
Thanks to the incredible response
by NMMS members, and the tireless work by the Ad Hoc Malpractice Committee (Drs. Blake, Boehm,
Beaudette), the NMMS was able to
deliver on the second highest priority
– protecting the Medical Malpractice
Act. Space limitations prevent a more
detailed telling of that tale, but suffice
it to say that it was quite a defensive
effort to prevent raising the cap from
its current $600,000 to the $1.5 to $2
million that our opponents desired.
That would have driven up premiums
45 to 70%. It speaks to the importance of being prepared and staying
on message. Instead, it was gratifying
to receive news from the malpractice
carrier for many of New Mexico’s
physicians a few weeks ago that liability premium rates will decrease overall
by 5.9% (and 14% for Ob/Gyns)
on June 1st, 2009. This was a most
welcome bit of news in what has otherwise been a frightening, turbulent
economic time.

Physicians Prioritized Reducing the Uninsured, Protecting the Medical Malpractice Act,
Indexing Medicaid Payment to Physicians to the Inflation Rate
By Daniel Derksen, MD
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priority. In a survey conducted by the
NMMS in late November, and presented at the Interim House of Delegates
meeting on 12/5/08, 76%
of respondents ranked
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in their top three legislative priorities, and over
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opposed
primary care.
On theandother
successfully scuttled by Pharmaceutical Researchhand,
and Manufacturers
83% disagree orof
America (PHRMA). SB 40 almost
made it through anyway. It had
strongly disagree with the statement
smooth sailing through the Senate
that they are satisfied with the current

235 (50%) are employed and 192
(40%) private practice; employed
physicians comprise 48% of NM physicians, and private practice 39%. n
*

*

*

Special thanks to Dr. Jim Tryon, to Betty
Skipper (Professor, Biostatistics at UNM),
to Meredith Neal MS III, and to the
NMMS Health Reform Committee.

1Physician Supply & Distribution in New Mexico 2006. The Center for Health Workforce
Studies, School of Public Health, University at
Albany, State University of New York. December 2007. Released by NM Health Policy
Commission 12/07.

T. R. Reid to Launch New
Speaker Series in Santa Fe
ƒ
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Winter Refresher
AgendA - Well
52nd AnnuAl nMAFP FAMily Medicine SeMinAr
at Sierra Blanca & Ruidoso Convention Center – July 16-19, 2009
Attended OnceLodge
Again

RoADRuNNeR
By Sara Bittner

Alfredo Vigil, M.D. – Scientific Program Chair

D

r. Trey Dodson
ThursdaY,
JulY 16 put on an outstand-

1:30 p.m. . . . . . . . . “ECHO Update”, Sanjeev Arora, M.D.

ing Family Medicine Conference on
7:30
a.m. . . .February
. . . . . Registration,
Exhibits
Open
2:30 p.m. . . . . . . . . “ABFM Update”, Joe Tollison, M.D.
Saturday,
7th at the
Embassy Suites Hotel in Albuquerque. Over
8:30 a.m. . . . . . . . . introduction & Welcome
3:30 p.m. . . . . . . . . Break – Exhibit Hall
130 attendees spent
day
listening
Alfredothe
Vigil,
M.D.
to high-quality President
continuing medical
4:00 p.m. . . . . . . . “Native American Obesity”, gayle Dine’Chacon, M.D.
education provided
by the
following
5IFMFDUVSFIBMMXBTQBDLFEGPSUIJTZFBST8JOUFS3FGSFTIFSy
Scientific
Program
Chair
speakers: Dion Gallant, M.D., Carol
6:30-10:30. . . . . . . Awards Dinner & Dance – Ruidoso Convention Center
9:00 a.m.. M.D.,
. . . . . . . “Medical
Care of the
Developmentally Disabled”,
Special guest – Dr. Ted Epperly, AAFP President
Havens,
Ben Hoffman,
M.D.,
Carol Merovka, M.D.
Entertainment – The Jimmy Stadler Band
Rich Hoffman, M.D., Janice Knoefel,
M.D., Erin Lunde, M.D., and Saverio
10:00 a.m. . . . . . . . “Pediatric Obesity”, Jane Mcgrath, M.D.
saTurdaY, JulY 18
Sava, M.D. NMAFP extends their
thanks
to. .the
for sharing
11:00
a.m.
. . . . speakers
. “SiDS”, Winona
Stoltzfus, M.D.
7:30 a.m. . . . . . . . . Registration, Exhibits Open
SPRiNg
2009
their time and expertise. Judging from
12:00
p.m. . . . . . . . Lunch
Exhibit
7:45 a.m. . . . . . . . . “Unraveling a Mystery: Evidence-Based Diagnosis
the evaluations,
they -were
allHall
very
and Treatment of Fibromyalgia”,
well received.
Moldwin, M.D.S(EB
CME)
1:00 p.m. . . . . . . .A
. “Contraception
2009:
Beyond
‘The
Pill’”
gendA
52nd AnnuAl nMAFP FAMilyRobert
Medicine
eMinAr
Thanks to the
Vendors -that
%S5SFZ%PETPO 1SFTJEFOU&MFDU IPOPSJOH
Larry Leeman, M.D. & Jennifer Phillips, M.D.
%S-BOB,8BHOFSGPSIFSZFBSPGTFSWJDF
helped support this Conference:
Lodge at Sierra Blanca & Ruidoso Convention
– July 16-19,
2009Pawlson, M.D.
9:00 a.m. .Center
. . . . . . . “Medical
Home”, greg
UPUIF"DBEFNZXJUIUIF1BTU1SFTJEFOUT
AccuStat
Medical
Transcription,
2:00 p.m. . . . . . . . . “Yoga as Medicine”, SatkirinAlfredo
Khalsa, M.D.
Vigil, M.D. – Scientific Program Chair
QMBHVF
Inc.; American Heart & Stroke Asso10:00 a.m. . . . . . . . Break – Exhibit Hall
3:00
p.m. .American
. . . . . . . Break
– ExhibitTherapy
Hall
ciation;
Massage
%S5SFZ%PETPOEJEBOBXFTPNFKPCBT4DJFOUJGJD
1:30 p.m.
“ECHO
Update”,
Sanjeev Arora,
M.D.e-prescribing
ThursdaY,
10:30
a.m.. . . . . . . . “The
ABC’s
of e-prescribing
& How
1SPHSBN$IBJSPGUIF8JOUFS3FGSFTIFS
Association,JulY
NM16Chapter; American
Works in New Mexico”,
3:30 p.m. . . . . . . . . “The Physician’s Role in improving the Public’s
Physicians
Corporation;
7:30
a.m. . . . .Assurance
. . . . Health
Registration,
Exhibits Open
2:30 p.m. . . . . . . . . galina
“ABFM Priloutskaya,
Update”, Joe Tollison,
M.D. MBA, NMMRA
Ph.D., CHCA,
by Eliminating
Social inequities”,
AstraZeneca;Dairy
MAX;
Forest
Project Manager & Mark Zuliani, Transformation
Robert Valdez, Ph.D., MHSA
8:30
a.m. . . . . . . . . introduction
& Welcome
Pharmaceuticals;
Kaiser Permanente
3:30 p.m. . . . . . . . . grant
Break –Project
ExhibitManager,
Hall
HSD
Alfredo
Vigil,
M.D.
Northern
California;
Mitchell’s
Sil6-8 p.m. . . . . . . . . . Welcome Reception – Lodge at Sierra Blanca
President
4:00 p.m.
“Native American
Obesity”,Signs
gayleand
Dine’Chacon,
M.D.
11:30
a.m. . . . . . . . “Psychosis:
Early Warning
the
introduction
of Candidates for Office – 2009-2010
ver & Turquoise;
NM Department
Scientific Program Chair
importance of Early intervention”,
of Health – NMserves; NM Health
6:30-10:30. . . . . . . Steve
Awards
Dinner & Dance
Adelsheim,
M.D. – Ruidoso Convention Center
FridaY, JulY 17
Resources;
Medical
Society/
9:00 a.m.. . . . NM
. . . . “Medical
Care
of the Developmentally Disabled”,
Special guest – Dr. Ted Epperly, AAFP President
NMa.m.
Health
Takes
onExhibits
Diabetes;
Carol
Merovka,
M.D. Open
7:30
. . . . . .Care
. . Registration,
Entertainment
– The Jimmy
Stadlerfor
Band
12:30 p.m. . . . . . . . Remainder
of Afternoon
at Leisure
Attendees
PDS CORTEX; Sanofi-Aventis; The
NMAFP Board Meeting – Ruidoso Convention
10:00
a.m.. . . .Center
“Pediatric
Obesity”,
JaneMexico”
Mcgrath, M.D.
7:45
a.m.
. . . . “Asthma
Status
in New
Children’s
at Presbyterian
saTurdaY, JulYCenter
18
Elizabeth
Matthews,
M.D.
Hospital; U.S. Army Medical Recruit11:00 a.m. . . . . . . . “SiDS”, Winona Stoltzfus, M.D.
7:30 a.m. . JulY
. . . . . .19
. Registration, Exhibits Open
suNdaY,
ing; and UNM School of Medicine,
9:00 a.m. . . . . . . . . “Acute Stroke”, Howard Yonas, M.D.
Preceptorship Office.
12:00 p.m. . . . . . . . Lunch - Exhibit Hall
7:45 a.m. . . . . . . . . “Migraine
“Unraveling
a Mystery: Evidence-Based
Diagnosis
8:00
Management”,
Joanna Katzman,
M.D.
the Co-Sponsors
and Treatment of Fibromyalgia”,
10:00Thanks
a.m. . . . . to
. . . Break
– Exhibit Hall of
the Winter
Merck2009:
& Co.;
Robert Moldwin,
M.D.for(EB
CME)
1:00
p.m. . . . . Refresher:
. . . . “Contraception
Beyond ‘The Pill’”
9:00 a.m. . . . . . . . . “Treatment
Updates
Parkinson’s
Disease”
Larry Leeman,
M.D. & Jennifer
Phillips, M.D.
Sarah Pirio Richardson, M.D.
10:30
a.m. . . .Del
. . . . Norte
AAFP
Chapter
Lecture
Series: “Managing
Type 2
Montanas
Area Health
9:00 a.m. . . . . . . . . “Medical Home”, greg Pawlson, M.D.
Diabetes:
Old & New
Education Center,
Las Vegas,
NM;Weapons for a Moving Target”,
2:00 p.m. . . . . . . . . Dion
“Yogagallant
as Medicine”,
Satkirin
Khalsa, M.D.
10:00
a.m. . . . . . . . Break – Exhibit Hall
,
M.D.,
(EB
CME)
and Southern Area Health Education
/."'11BTU1SFTJEFOUTBUUFOEJOHUIFJSBOOVBMCSFBLGBTU
10:00 a.m. . . . . . . . Break
– Exhibit Hall
(This activity is supported by an Educational grant to the
QSJPSUPUIF8JOUFS3FGSFTIFSBUUIF&NCBTTZ4VJUFT
Center,
Las
Cruces,
NM.
3:00 p.m. . . . . . . . . AAFP
Breakfrom
– Exhibit
Hall
10:30 a.m. . . . . . . . “Pain Disorder”, Alfredo Vigil, M.D.
Novo Nordisk)
5PQQIPUP -UP38BSSFO)FGGSPO .%%BWF)PMUFO .%
Make plans now to attend the
10:30 a.m. . . . . . . . “The ABC’s of e-prescribing & How e-prescribing
5SFZ%PETPO .%%JPO(BMMBOU .%"SMFOF#SPXO .%
52nd
Annual
Family
Medicine
SemiWorks
in New
Mexico”,
3:30 p.m.
“The Physician’s
Roleimmunizations”,
in improving the Public’s
11:30
a.m.. . . . . . . . “Adolescent
& Adult
11:30 a.m. . . . . . . . “Stem
Cell
Update”,
Ed Libby, M.D.
"MGSFEP7JHJM
.%-BOB,8BHOFS
.%+JN,PDI .%
galina
Priloutskaya,
Ph.D., CHCA,
MBA, NMMRA
Health
by Eliminating
nar that will take
place
JulyM.D.
16-19Social
in inequities”,
Lance
Chilton,
,BSFO7BJMMBOU
.%#FSU6NMBOE
.%/BODZ(VJOO
.%
Project
Manager
&Prizes
Mark(Must
Zuliani,
Robert Valdez,
Ph.D.,
.FMJTTB.BSUJOF[
12:30 p.m. . . . . . . . Drawing
for Door.%
beTransformation
present to win)
Ruidoso. Dr. Alfredo
Vigil will
beMHSA
the
grant
Project Manager, HSD
12:30
p.m. . Program
. . . . . . Lunch
– Exhibit
#PUUPNQIPUP3JDL.BEEFO
.%%BO%FSLTFO .%
Scientific
Chair.
n Hall

alties
ents,
192
ed
M phy%. n

6-8 p.m. . . . . . . . . . Welcome Reception – Lodge at Sierra Blanca
introduction of Candidates for Office – 2009-2010

11:30 a.m. . . . . . . . “Psychosis: Early Warning Signs and the
importance of Early intervention”,
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